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QueryPerformanceFrequency must be called in order to get the performance-counter frequency. The frequency is returned in counts/ticks per second. This frequency does not change, so this function only needs to be called once. As the previous code shows, a timestamp is retrieved by calling QueryPerformanceCounter before and after the code to be measured.
Depending on the units desired, the value of the number of ticks is then multiplied by the appropriate value (10^6 for µs, 10^3 for ms, etc.). The previous example is 1000000 in order to get the value in µs. The result is then divided by the number of ticks per second.
As a simple example of this, consider the following program: 
Figure 1 Output
The program was told to sleep 100 ms and 99.898 ms was measured.
CONCLUSIONS
Speed measuring in a C++ Windows environment is a relatively easy way for a programmer to gauge the relative efficiency of two comparable sets of code. Using the performance-counters provided in the Windows Application Program Interface, the coder can quickly find performance bottlenecks, measure the impact that a new piece of code will have on an existing code base, or compare the efficiency difference between two code snippets.
